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Lightweight structural components are important to the automotive and aerospace
industries so that better fuel economy can be realized. Magnesium alloys in particular are
being examined to fulfill this need due to their attractive stiffness- and strength-to-weight
ratios when compared to other materials. However, when introducing a material into new
roles, one needs to properly characterize its mechanical properties. Fatigue behavior is
especially important considering aerospace and automotive component applications.
Therefore, quantifying the structure-property relationships and accurately predicting the
fatigue behavior for these materials are vital.
This study has two purposes. The first is to quantify the structure-property
relationships for the fatigue behavior in an AM30 magnesium alloy. The second is to use
the microstructural-based MultiStage Fatigue (MSF) model in order to accurately predict
the fatigue behavior of three magnesium alloys: AM30, Elektron 21, and AZ61. While
some studies have previously quantified the MSF material constants for several
magnesium alloys, detailed research into the fatigue regimes, notably the
microstructurally small crack (MSC) region, is lacking. Hence, the contribution of this

work is the first of its kind to experimentally quantify the fatigue crack incubation and
MSC regimes that are used for the MultiStage Fatigue model. Using a multi-faceted
experimental approach, these regimes were explored with a replica method that used a
dual-stage silicone based compound along with previously published in situ fatigue tests.
These observations were used in calibrating the MultiStage Fatigue model.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
Decreasing the weight of structural components is important to the automotive

and aerospace industries so that fuel consumption can be decreased. This need is driven
by recent legislation to increase fuel efficiencies. Reducing fuel use helps American
families save money on gas, increases domestic spending, and mitigates the United
States’ dependence on foreign oil. Magnesium alloys in particular are being examined in
this context to replace existing heavier metals for structural components. One such
example is the magnesium alloy substitution for aluminum alloys in Corvette engine
cradles since 2006 [1]. Other efforts are being implemented in order to substitute
additional structural components in car chassis, such as the shock towers shown in Figure
1.1 (highlighted in red) being produced with a cast AZ91 alloy [2]. These magnesiumbased alternatives have better stiffness and strength-to-weight ratios than current
materials [3]. However, proper characterization of a material’s mechanical properties is
important when introducing the material into new roles.

1

Figure 1.1

Structural components of a typical automotive front end chassis.

Complete understanding of the fatigue behavior that these magnesium alloys
undergo is vital when considering the role that fatigue plays in the automotive and
aerospace industries. Disasters such as the Comet airplane and Aloha Airlines Flight 243
fuselage failures illustrate the consequence of not understanding fatigue and fracture
behavior. Therefore, quantifying the structure-property relationships and accurately
predicting the fatigue behavior for these magnesium alloys are important.
1.2

Fatigue Modeling
Fatigue life has typically been decomposed in a dichotomous fashion. The first

part being crack initiation while the second is crack propagation [4]. The transition point
between these two stages has typically been defined as when the length of an observed
crack has reached that of several hundred microns [5]. This assumption is suitable for
generous approximations of fatigue behavior but does not accurately portray fatigue
2

crack behavior below this transition point. Microstructurally small fatigue crack behavior
is particularly difficult to model using traditional approaches to fatigue cracks such as
continuum-based models and linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) [5]. Pearson
observed that these microstructurally small crack (MSC) growth rates can be much higher
(up to 100x) than long crack (LC) growth rates, and MSC and PSC growth rates can be
under-predicted from LEFM assumptions [6]. Additionally, MSCs can grow at stress
intensity factor ranges (ΔK) below the threshold for LCs, as shown in Figure 1.2 [7].

Figure 1.2

Fatigue crack growth behavior for cracks using typical linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM) approaches.

Image courtesy of Stephens et al. [7].
One of the problems is that LEFM assumptions are not followed when fatigue
cracks are small compared to the plastic zone size at the crack tip or the material
microstructure [7]. Such an example is illustrated in Figure 1.3 that was derived from
finite element analysis (FEA) simulations conducted in this study. Note that the size of

3

the plastic zone is comparable to the length of the crack, thus illustrating a circumstance
where continuum-based models or LEFM assumptions could be inaccurate.

Figure 1.3

Plastic zone at a small fatigue crack tip.

By definition, MSCs are small and thus do not have a prior plastic history and
have limited plastic wakes [5, 8]. This limits the amount of plasticity induced crack
closure, so an MSC can be open for much longer than an LC could. This is important
since the portion of cyclic loading when a fatigue crack is closed has little to no influence
on fatigue crack growth [7].
Additional work has been used to expand fracture mechanics approaches into
nonlinear areas. The J-integral method developed by Rice in 1968 encompasses the rate
4

of potential energy change [5]. This method helped to describe situations when linearelastic assumptions are violated due to greater amounts of crack tip plasticity described
above and provided an approximation of singular field strengths in nonlinear fracture.
Dowling further expanded the J-integral into a power law characterization that could
estimate elastic-plastic fatigue crack growth rates from the cyclic J-integral. However,
Suresh notes that the cyclic J-integral approach can substantially violate typical
monotonic J-integral approaches [5]. Such cases occur when theory of plasticity
assumptions of materials are violated.
It follows then that microstructural features such as grain size and
crystallographic orientation have a notable impact on MSC growth [9, 10]. This is
expected since fatigue is essentially crack driving force versus the resistance of the
material. This relationship is especially evident in microstructurally small cracks due to
their overall lengths being comparable in size to these microstructural features. Since
these cracks are quite small in length, the driving force behind them is also small. As
such, native microstructural features are more adapt at resisting fatigue crack growth.
Therefore, it is important that these structures be considered when modeling fatigue
behavior in order to render a more precise result and predictive capability.
Accordingly, McDowell et al. introduced a microstructurally-based MultiStage
Fatigue (MSF) model [11]. This model divides the overall fatigue life into four regimes
rather than the two previously outlined. These four regions are incubation,
microstructurally small crack (MSC) growth, physically small crack (PSC) growth, and
long crack (LC) growth. The MSC regime begins when a fatigue crack has grown
beyond the notch root influence region of the incubating flaw [11]. The microstructurally
5

and physically small crack growth regimes are usually condensed into one for the sake of
brevity. Transition lengths between the MSC/PSC regime to the LC regime vary between
approximately 300-500 m [9, 12, 13]to 700 m - 1mm [11].
After establishing the lengths associated with the crack regimes, it is necessary to
understand the importance of each within a material. Figure 1.4 illustrates the
relationship between the manufacturing process/inclusion type with observed fatigue
behavior [1]. While MSCs have a negligible effect on the fatigue life of powder metal
components, small cracks play a more important role in the fatigue damage of cast and
wrought materials (65% and 70% from particle incubation, respectively). This further
underlines the importance of accurately modeling MSC behavior.

6

Figure 1.4

Relationship between manufacturing processes with observed fatigue
behavior.

Percentages listed are approximate values taken from [1].
Although the MSF model was initially applied to cast aluminum alloys [11, 14], it
has been expanded to a variety of other materials, such as wrought aluminum alloys,
LENS-shaped steels, and cast and wrought magnesium alloys [13, 15-17].
1.3

MultiStage Fatigue Model
As outlined in the previous section, the MultiStage Fatigue (MSF) model divides

the overall fatigue life into three distinct regions: incubation, microstructurally/physically
small crack growth, and long crack growth, as indicated in Equation (1.1) [11]:

N TOTAL =N INC +N MS/PSC +N LC
7

(Eq. 1.1)

NTOTAL is the total number of cycles, and NINC is the number of cycles required to
incubate a fatigue crack. NMSC/PSC is the number of cycles spent in the
microstructurally/physically small crack regime but is labeled as microstructurally small
crack (MSC) growth in this study. Finally, NLC is the number of cycles of long crack
(LC) growth until final failure. The final failure of the specimen depends upon the
loading amplitude and the amount of plasticity ahead of the crack tip. Eq. (1.2) is
employed to model the incubation life due to cyclic plastic deformation from
micronotches.  is the nonlocal damage parameter around a particle or defect and
depends on the nominal ratio of the plastic zone to the particle size or defect (l/D). Cinc
and  are the linear and exponential coefficients in the modified Coffin-Manson law for

P * represents the local average maximum plastic shear strain
incubation. The term  max
2
amplitude.



CINC N INC   

(Eq. 1.2)

P*
 max
q l
 Y a   th  ,
 lim
2
D

(Eq. 1.3)

P*

l
 max
q l
 Y 1  n  a  th  ,  lim

2
D
D

(Eq.1.4)




P*
 max
2

l
    l  
 lim a th ,
lim
D
 per   th D



(Eq. 1.5)



r
per
l
l
 1 (1 lim )
,
 lim
D
a  D
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(Eq. 1.6)

The parameters εth, εper, and q, are used to describe the ratio of the plastic zone to the
particle size as a function of applied strain amplitude (a) [15]. The parameter Y (initially
determined from FEA simulations of a cast aluminum alloy but the definition was applied
to other materials) is used to capture load ratio effects and is correlated as Y =
y1+(1+R)y2, when porosity effects are taken as unity and where y1 and y2 are model
constants. R is the load ratio [17]. The limiting ratio ηlim indicates the transition from
proportional (constrained) micronotch root plasticity to nonlinear (unconstrained)
micronotch root plasticity with respect to the applied strain amplitude. The shape
constant for the transition to the limited plasticity is represented by r above [11].
The crack growth rate within the MSC region of the model is a function of the
crack tip displacement range, ΔCTD (cf., Equation (1.7)) [11]. χ is a material constant.
ΔCTDth is the threshold cyclic crack tip displacement and is on the order of the Burger’s
vector of the matrix. This parameter provides a non-propagating crack limit that
represents lattice friction [11]. The value for χ is 0.3 for aluminum alloys and has been
taken as such for the magnesium alloys used in this study.

 da 
   CTD  CTD th 
 
 dN msc

(Eq. 1.7)

The crack tip displacement range shown in Equation (1.7) is a function of remote
loading, and Equation (1.8) illustrates this relationship, where CI, CII, ξ, ξ’, ω, ω’, and ζ
are constants based on small crack growth experiments.
2

 GS   GO   Uˆ 
 GS    GO     p

max
CTD  C II 
 
 
 

 a  CI 

 GS0   GO0   Sut 
 GS0   GO 0   2

macro 
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(Eq. 1.8)

The first half of Equation (1.8) accounts for the crack growth rate under high
cycle fatigue (HCF) loading, while the second half is used to identify elastic-plastic crack
propagation under low cycle fatigue (LCF) conditions. As Equation (1.8) indicates, the
second term is independent of crack length, represented by a. The ratio of grain size to
the reference grain size of the material, shown as GS/GS0, represents the effect of the
grain size distribution upon the small crack growth. The ratio of the grain orientation at
the crack tip with that of the average texture is shown as GO/GO0. This term contains the
orientation effects of the microstructure upon the MSC growth region. U encompasses
the mean stress effects and is determined by U = 1/(1-R) for R < 0, or U = 1 for R ≥ 0.
Equation (1.9) is used to determine the macroscopic maximum plastic shear strain
amplitude term for instances of uniaxial loading, represented by  p
max
2

in

macro

Equation (1.8) [17]. The range of uniaxial equivalent stress ( ˆ ) is determined by
ˆ  2 a +(1- )1, where a is the von Mises uniaxial effective stress amplitude, 1

is the maximum principle stress, and  is a constant factor (0 ≤  ≤ 1), and is a function of
the applied von Mises and maximum principle stresses. K’ and n’ are material constants
that accommodate cyclic hardening behavior.

p
 max
2

macro

1
3  ˆ  n
 

2  2K

(Eq. 1.9)

In order to approximate MSC length (a) as a function of cycle number in the MSC
regime (NMSC), an indefinite integral was used on Equation (1.7) after Equation (1.8) was
substituted in for the ΔCTD term of Equation (1.7). The result, shown in Equation (1.10),
10

could be used to estimate the number of cycles as a function of MSC length, where CMSC
is the value of the integration constant. This term accounts for the incubation life offset
for the number of cycles determined for the MSC regime and is determined by initial
crack length observations.

N MSC 




2

 GS   GO   Uˆ 
 GS    GO     p
  CTD   C
ln C II 
 MSC
 
 
 
  max
 a  CI 
th

2
 GS0   GO 0   Sut 
 GS0   GO 0 



macro 


 GS   GO   Uˆ 
 
 

 GS0   GO 0   Sut 

  CII  

(Eq. 1.10)

The long crack growth behavior is presented in Eq. (1.11) and is based on a
modified Paris law. The effective stress intensity factor is defined as Keff=Kmax-Kop,
where Kmax is the maximum stress intensity factor, and Kop is the opening stress intensity
factor.

 da 

m
m
  =A   K eff    K eff,th  

 dN LC 

(Eq. 1.11)

Finally, the higher rate of growth between the small crack and long crack
calculated growth rates is used for the transition between MSC and LC regimes for
constant amplitude fatigue life predictions (Eq. 1.12).

 da 
 da  
da
=max 
,

 
dN
 dN msc  dN LC 
1.4

(Eq. 1.12)

Small Fatigue Crack Observations
In order to calibrate the MSF model to characterize fatigue behavior, observations

of fatigue cracks are required. In addition to being difficult to approximate via
conventional modeling, microstructurally small crack (MSC) fatigue behavior is also
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difficult to accurately monitor. Several methods have been used in order to observe small
fatigue crack growth. Interrupted tests with optical microscope (OM) observations [12]
and in situ tests with scanning electron microscope (SEM) observations [9, 18, 19] have
exhibited small fatigue crack growth. Replication observations using acetyl cellulose
paper [20] and other means [21, 22] have also been employed in order to characterize
fatigue crack growth on a small scale. Recently, Jordon et al. used a silicone-based
replicating method that was able to acquire good results in quantifying small crack
growth [23]. Another recent study by King et al. [24] was able to quantify small fatigue
crack growth measurements via X-ray diffraction contrast tomography in a cast
magnesium alloy.
1.5

Multiscale Modeling
The MSF model fits into a larger picture of multiscale modeling, detailed in [1].

Figure 1.5 displays the general overview of multiscale modeling.
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Figure 1.5

Multiscale approach to experimentation illustrated for the different length
scales of a material.

At each length scale level, three types of experiments are considered: (1)
exploratory experiments, (2) model calibration/correlation experiments, and (3) model
validation experiments. Exploratory experiments are used when the exact model
representations are not known. These experiments establish the modeling foundation by
developing the structure-property relationships for the material at a certain length scale.
Material-based model constants are then calibrated to the experimental data in the
calibration/correlation stage. The same set of data can be used for both the first and
second stages, or additional data can be utilized. Once these constants have been
determined, the final stage involves validating their use. It is common practice to
validate model constants by using the next scale higher than the scale where the constants
13

were calibrated. Note that while validation and verification are often used together, they
are not synonymous. Validation is described as “doing the right thing,” while
verification is simply “doing things right” [1]. This study revolves around the macroscale
shown in Figure 1.5 in which fatigue crack growth experiments are used to calibrate the
MSC part of the MSF model.
In order to understand the requirements needed to fully characterize a material, it
is important to downscale from the structural scale to the nanoscale, then upscale to the
higher length scales from simulations or experiments from the lower length scales as
shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6

Bridging approach to fatigue behavior in magnesium-alloyed materials.
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At the smallest scale is the nanoscale. Density functional theory can be applied
here to gather information regarding the interfacial energy and elastic parameters of a
material. Atomistic simulations, such as those performed by Tang et al. [25], can then use
this information in order to establish fatigue crack growth rates that are based upon
crystallographic orientation. On the microscale, dislocation mobility from these atomistic
simulations can then be used by Micro-3D calculations in order to understand the
hardening effects for crystal plasticity. From here, microstructural features are observed
via SEM imaging. Using analyses of these images, information such as grain size,
particle size, and particle nearest neighbor distances can be quantified. Additionally,
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis is used to determine the grain
orientation information. By comparing fatigue life to microstructural information such as
grain size, particle size, and grain orientation, a better understanding of the overall fatigue
life effect can be gained for a material. In the work presented here, the focus is on
experiments just one length scale below the macroscale in order to inform the macroscale
MSF model.
1.6

Statement of Purpose
To date, considerable research to quantify the structure-property relationships or

the MSF model constants of the MSC regime for magnesium alloys has been rather
limited. Hence, the contribution of this work is the first of its kind to experimentally
quantify these structure-property relationships along with the fatigue crack incubation
and MSC regimes for three magnesium alloys and apply them to the MSF model. Using
a multi-faceted experimental approach, these regimes were explored with a replica
method that used a dual-stage silicone based compound along with previously published
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in situ fatigue tests. These observations were used for calibrating the MultiStage Fatigue
model.
Chapter II presents the fatigue properties of an extruded AM30 magnesium alloy
component that were experimentally evaluated. Fully reversed, strain control fatigue
tests were conducted on specimens extracted from extrusion sections with varying grain
sizes and textures. SEM observations were employed to establish the structure–property
relations between the microstructure and cyclic damage. Relations were drawn between
microstructural features such as particle size, grain size, and Taylor factor (or Schmid
factor) with the number of cycles to failure. The MSF model was applied to the total
fatigue life of this material to determine the microstructural-based constants.
Chapter III illustrates the capability of the MSF model in approximating the
fatigue crack growth of a cast Elektron 21 magnesium alloy. Native grain sizes and
Schmid factors determined in a previous study [24] were used in order to accurately
portray microstructurally small fatigue crack growth behavior. The MSF model
employed these values in order to determine fatigue crack growth rates for cracks under
120 m in length.
Chapter IV presents the microstructurally small fatigue crack growth of an
extruded AZ61 magnesium alloy. Fully reversed and interrupted load-controlled tests
were conducted on notched specimens that were taken from the material in the
longitudinal and transverse orientations with respect to the extrusion direction. In order
to measure crack growth, replicas of the notch surface were made using a dual-step
silicone-rubber compound at periodic cyclic intervals. By using microscopic analysis of
the replica surfaces, crack incubation sites from numerous locations and crack growth
16

rates were determined. The MSF model was employed to estimate the observed crack
growth behavior and fatigue life with respect to the microstructure, specifically grain
orientation. The crack growth rate and fatigue life estimates are shown to compare well
to published findings for pure magnesium single crystal atomistic simulations.
Finally Chapters V and VI summarize the results of this study and give
recommendations for the continuing of this research.
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CHAPTER II
STRUCTURE-PROPERTY EVALUATION OF FATIGUE DAMAGE IN A
WROUGHT AM30 MAGNESIUM ALLOY

2.1

Introduction
In order to produce a suitable magnesium material for automotive applications,

General Motors Research and Development Center (GM R&D) recently created a new
magnesium alloy designated AM30 [26]. In a recent study [27], the low-cycle fatigue
performance of the AM30 alloy was quantified including the cyclic hardening and
difference in the tensile and compressive yield stresses. Other research has indicated the
benefits of the hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystalline structure of AM30 when
compared to traditional face-centered or body-centered cubic systems with regards to
fatigue [28]. In terms of microstructural influences on fatigue damage, research has
previously been conducted on similar magnesium alloys with regard to microstructural
effects on the strain rate sensitivity [10] and grain size refinement effects on fatigue
properties [29, 30]. Magnesium alloys with a finer grain size exhibited a reduction in
crack growth rate when compared to the same alloy with larger grains. Material
orientation with respect to the extrusion direction and manganese content on fatigue life
were shown to have a profound impact on both short and long crack development [31].
Furthermore, these authors suggested that the crack closure behavior was largely
responsible for variations in the fatigue life of different specimen orientations.
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The intent of this chapter is to further quantify the cyclic behavior of AM30 and
to obtain the relationship between the microstructure of the material and fatigue damage.
In doing so, the effects of material texture, grain sizes, and critical flaw size were
quantified in regards to fatigue life. The second purpose of this chapter is to adapt the
MultiStage Fatigue model (MSF) to the AM30 alloy.
2.2

Materials and Experimental Methods

2.2.1

Materials
Table 2.1 lists the chemical composition of the magnesium AM30 alloy employed

in this study [26].
Table 2.1
Al
3.4

AM30 Chemical Composition by Weight Percent
Mn
0.33

Zn
0.16

Fe
0.0026

Cu
0.0008

Ni
0.0006

Mg
Balance

Specimens were machined from an extruded AM30 magnesium alloy rail parallel
to the extrusion direction, the cross-section of which is shown in Figure 2.1. Also shown
in Figure 2.1 are the average Taylor factors and grain sizes values that were obtained by
using electron backscatter detection (EBSD) analysis. The cylindrical dog-bone-shaped
specimens had a gage length of 25.4 mm and a diameter of 6.35 mm, as shown in Figure
2.2.
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Figure 2.1

Cross-section of the extruded AM30 magnesium rail.

The average Taylor factors (*) and grain sizes (**) for the rail are also illustrated.

Figure 2.2

AM30 fatigue specimen geometry.

All dimensions are in millimeters.
Since different regions of the rail exhibited varying average grain sizes and
texture, also illustrated in Figure 2.1, multiple specimens were machined from each
section.
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2.2.2

Experimental Methods
In order to reduce machining-influenced fatigue results, the shoulder and gage

section of each specimen were hand ground in the longitudinal direction until the surface
was free of all circumferential machining marks. The specimens were then degreased
using ethanol. Fully reversed mechanical tests were conducted under a constant strain of
0.003 mm/mm in ambient temperature and humidity. In order to properly control the
strain amplitude, an extensometer was employed in the gage region of each specimen
until approximately 20,000 cycles. After this interval, the specimens were switched to
load-control to expedite testing, which was maintained until failure. Upon failure, the
fatigue surfaces were cut off from the specimen and mounted for scanning electron
microscope (SEM) observation. In order to achieve high-resolution images and to
prevent oxidation, the specimens were sputter coated with gold palladium for a period of
15 seconds prior to SEM imaging. After fatigue crack incubation particles were
identified on each fatigue surface, energy-dispersive X-ray analysis was conducted to
determine the composition of the particles.
2.3

Experimental Results
The anisotropy associated with the rail, shown in Figure 2.1, contains non-

uniform texture and grain sizes as a result of the extrusion process. Due to the speed of
the extrusion, limited recrystallization occurred and thus microstructural heterogeneities
developed. As such, the average grain size and Taylor factor based on electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) results of the rail are also shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.3
shows the specific EBSD results from Section A. The inverse pole figure (IPF) map
displays the strong texture due to the extrusion process deformation.
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Figure 2.3

Texture analysis results using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) on
Section A that is highlighted in Figure 2.1.

The Taylor factors were only used to provide a comparative analysis on the
distribution of the material strength in the rail component. The calculated Taylor factors
do not reflect the actual strength of the material. The average Taylor factors were
calculated based on combined basal <a>, prismatic <a>, pyramidal <c+a> and {1012}<10-1-1> tensile twin modes. The critically resolved shear stresses (CRSSs) used in
these calculations corresponded to the CRSS ratios calculated by Jain et al. [32] for an
AZ31 alloy. The fatigue specimens tested here were taken from the six regions (A, B, C,
E, G, and I), as shown in Figure 2.1. The number of cycles to failure for the given strain
amplitude for each region is displayed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2

Summary of cycles to failure from the regions of the extruded magnesium
AM30 alloy.

Section

Cycles to Failure

A
A
A
B
B
B
C
E
E
E
G
G
G
I
I

8480
16295
22258
8735
15546
18530
17358
33096
168063
230121
24165
41592
80204
64671
251273

Average Taylor
Factor
9.4
9.4
9.4
9.3
9.3
9.3
8.8
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.8
8.8

Average Grain Size
(μm)
130
130
130
80
80
80
90
90
90
90
70
70
70
60
60

The number of cycles to failure distribution for the AM30 alloy is displayed as a
histogram in Figure 2.4. The results show that the fatigue life of the AM30 exhibited a
log-normal distribution, where the mean life was 45,000 cycles.
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Figure 2.4

Frequency distribution of cycles to failure for the extruded magnesium
AM30 rail.

Post-mortem fractography was conducted on all of the fatigue specimens. Each
of the fatigue surfaces were examined under an SEM with the intent to determine the
source of crack incubation. The fatigue surfaces of the magnesium AM30 alloy displayed
classic indications of fatigue damage. Typical river marks flowing outward from a
central location near the surface were observed for all specimens. Figure 2.5a shows an
overview image of the fatigue surface.
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Figure 2.5

Post-mortem fractographs of the AM30 magnesium alloy.

(a) shows a typical overview of the fatigue surface. (b) displays the fatigue crack
initiated from an intermetallic particle, shown closer in (c).
The crack incubation site is shown in Figure 2.5b, and Figure 2.5c shows a higher
magnification of the crack-initiating particle. Also observed in (2.5b) and visible in
(2.5c) is the profuse glide twinning apparent on the fatigue surfaces. SEM observations
identified intermetallic particles to be the source of crack incubation on eight of the 15
specimens tested. On the specimens where particles were not found, signs of oxidation
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were present at some of the crack incubation sites. As such, the oxidation prevented
observation of the source of the crack incubation. Also, a few specimens contained no
particles and no oxidation was found at the incubation site, suggesting that crack
incubation occurred due to a surface flaw or a persistant slip band (PSB). Chemical
analysis of the intermetallics revealed that the particles were comprised of Mg-Al-Mn
compounds. As such, these types of particles are more brittle than the surrounding matrix
and tend to fracture rather than debond as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6

Illustration of various interactions between an inclusion with a surrounding
ductile matrix of a material under loading.

Fracturing of the intermetallic particles was observed on all of the surfaces
imaged via the SEM, and no evidence of debonding was observed. Furthermore, all of
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the particles were found to be located on the surface of the specimen, and no subsurface
particles initiated a fatigue crack. Each of the cyclic failures stemmed from only one
particle and not multiple particles.
The typical incubation sites revealed early striations nearby starting at the
particle/matrix interface. While not conducted in this chapter, crack growth rates can be
estimated from striation spacing for the microstructrually small crack regime. Also, it
was noted that the twins and slip bands were observed not to align with the direction of
crack propagation. This is likely due to the effect of crystal orientation, where the crack
propagated through the path of least resistance. While the crack propagation path is
generally radially outward, at the microscale, the crack propagated in directions that
aligned with the preferred slip system.
Also observed in the SEM images were evidence of twinning on the fatigue
fatigue surfaces simular to what is reported in literature [27, 28]. The mechanisms of
twinning and detwinning have the potential of creating incubation sites of a substantial
number of small cracks that feed ahead of the main propagating crack. These potential
sites are alignments of twinning dislocations left behind by the successive alternations of
twinning and detwinning. The slip bands observed close to the particle responsible for
incubation may correspond to basal slip activity necessary to accommodate plasticty at a
low stress level. As the crack propagates, the stress rapidly attains a level to consistently
initiate twinning. Consistent twinning ahead of the crack tip is explained by the nature of
stress triaxiality ahead of the crack tip that would always find an adequate Schmid factor
exceeding the critical resolved shear stress of twinning, regardless of the grain
orientation.
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The mechanisms of the twinning contribution to crack propagation is beyond the
scope of this study and is subject to other publications. However, part of the objective of
this study was to correlate structure-property relationships to microstructure features with
the intent to predict the scatter that is typically observed in fatigue studies.
To further characterize the microstructure of the AM30 alloy in regard to the
fatigue behavior, the square root of the particle area versus the number of cycles to failure
is shown in Figure 2.7. The areas of the particles were calculated using an image
analyzing software program [33]. The trend of Figure 2.7 shows that specimens with
smaller particles had greater fatigue resistance compared to specimens with larger
particles and specimens with smaller particles had better fatigue life.

Figure 2.7

Number of cycles versus the square root of the particle area.
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The average grain size and Taylor factors were also plotted against the number of
cycles to failure, shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9, respectively.

Figure 2.8

Number of cycles versus average grain size.
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Figure 2.9

Number of cycles versus the average Taylor factor.

Again, the specimens were machined from sections that contained various grain
sizes and calculated Taylor factors. Figure 2.8 displays the number of cycles versus
average grain size. While this plot displays significant scatter, the trend suggests that the
alloy exhibits greater fatigue resistance for smaller grains compared to specimens with
larger grains. This conclusion is not unexpected considering grain boundary blocking
can slow the rate of crack growth [12]. Since the small fatigue crack growth regime can
represent a significant percentage of the fatigue life (as illustrated previously in Figure
1.3), additional grain boundaries act as barriers that lead to greater fatigue resistance.
Likewise, Figure 2.9 shows that the smaller Taylor factor values resulted in
generally higher fatigue lives. While Figure 2.9 also displays some level of scatter, the
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trend suggests that the alloy exhibits greater fatigue resistance for smaller Taylor factors
compared to specimens with larger Taylor factors. Since the calculation of the Taylor
factor, which is determined by taking the summation of the amount of shear of the active
slip system and then normalizing by the deformation step [34], basically represents the
susceptibility of slip systems to shear deformation. Essentially, higher Taylor factors
mean more local shear compared to lower Taylor factors. Since crack incubation is
dependent on the local shear strain, a higher Taylor factor means that crack incubation
will occur earlier compared to lower Taylor factors.
2.4

Fatigue Modeling
While the MSF model has been correlated to magnesium alloys prior to this study,

this modeling effort was focused on wrought magnesium alloys where the majority of
past work focused on castings. As such, the primary defect to initiate crack growth in
cast alloys are casting pores or oxide films [11]. However, in this work the material of
interest is an extruded magnesium alloy that does not contain casting pores or oxide
films. Based on experimental results in this study, the primary sources of fatigue damage
are intermetallic particles.
By using the MSF equations presented in Section 1.3 (Equations (1.1-1.3), (1.5),
(1.7-1.9), (1.11-1.12)), the material constants for the AM30 extrusion were calibrated
using an iterative process. Equations 1.4 and 1.6 were not required as the l/D ratio was
determined to be less than lim. Equation 1.10 was also not required here. The loading
and microstructural-based material constants (Sut, εth, εper, ηlim, R, , CTDth, GS, GS0,
GO, GO0, K, n ) did not vary, thus these were inserted into the equations prior to the
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iterative process and held constant. After inserting the microstructurally and loading
based parameters, the remaining constants were varied in order to fit the experimental
data. Table 2.3 displays the values for the MSF constants determined for the AM30
material.
Table 2.3

MSF model constants for the AM30 magnesium alloy.

Properties
Model Parameters
270
Sut (MPa)
-0.54

0.147
CINC
150
y1
500
y2
0.0005
εth
0.0023
εper
0.3
ηlim
2.5
q
-1
R
0.3

0.0003
CTDth (m)
20000
CI (m)
0.05
CII (m)
90
GS (m)
130
GS0 (m)
9.0
GO
9.4
GO0
2.5
, 
2.5
, 
2

380
K (MPa)
0.293
n
N/A
CMSC (cycles)
.
. 0.5
1.5 x 10-11
A (m/cycle MPa m )
3.69
m

The mean prediction line of the MSF model compared to the experimental results
(shown as solid markers) are presented in Figure 2.10. For additional comparisons,
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unpublished strain-life fatigue results (R=-1) of extruded AM30 magnesium are also
shown in Figure 2.10 (shown as hollow markers) [35]. While these specimens were not
part of this structure-property study, the unpublished fatigue data is useful in the
correlation of the MSF model. The model predictions were established on microstructure
information obtained in this study and elsewhere [17].

Figure 2.10

2.5

MultiStage Fatigue model predictions of strain-life results of magnesium
AM30 alloy.

Conclusions


The fatigue crack incubation was dominated by intermetallic particles consisting
of Mg-Al-Mn located at the surface. In general, the specimens that exhibited
higher fatigue resistance typically had fatigue cracks that initiated from smaller
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intermetallics. Likewise, larger particles that initiated the fatigue cracks had
lower cycles to failure.


Mg-Al-Mn particles that initiated the fatigue cracks were observed to fracture
rather than debond under cyclic loading.



Greater fatigue life was generally associated with specimens that contained
smaller grain sizes for this AM30 Mg alloy. In contrast, the larger the average
grain size, the lower the fatigue life.



In general, specimens with a lower average Taylor factor exhibited a better
fatigue resistance compared to specimens with a higher calculated Taylor factor
for this AM30 Mg alloy.



The MultiStage Fatigue model was adapted to the fatigue life of the AM30 Mg
alloy based upon the microstructural characteristics from the extrusion process.
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CHAPTER III
SMALL FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH APPROXIMATIONS OF A CAST
ELEKTRON 21 MAGNESIUM ALLOY

3.1

Introduction
As mentioned previously, MSC fatigue behavior is difficult to accurately monitor.

Several methods have been used in order to observe small fatigue crack growth.
Interrupted tests with optical microscope (OM) observations [12] and in situ tests with
scanning electron microscope (SEM) observations [9, 18, 19] have both exhibited small
fatigue cracks. Replica observations using acetyl cellulose paper [20] and other means
[21, 22] have also been employed in order to characterize fatigue crack growth on a small
scale. Recently, Jordon et al. used a silicone-based replicating method that was able to
acquire good results in quantifying small crack growth [23]; however, grain orientation
information was not able to be simultaneously gathered with the crack size. A recent
study by King et al. [24] was able to quantify both of these measurements via X-ray
diffraction contrast tomography in a cast Elektron 21magnesium alloy. This is notable in
that fatigue crack growth rates can be directly correlated with the size and orientation of
the grain that the crack is instantaneously propagating through. Therefore, the purpose of
this chapter is to calibrate the MSF model to Elektron 21 data using the crack growth
rates reported by King et al. [24] with the corresponding grain size and orientation
values.
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3.2
3.2.1

MSF Modeling Results and Discussion
Modeling Results
As mentioned previously, the work by King et al. [24] uniquely characterized the

small fatigue crack behavior of a cast magnesium alloy that allowed for crack growth
observations while also recording grain size and orientation information. Interrupted
fatigue testing of Elektron 21 specimens were conducted and X-ray diffraction contrast
tomography scans measured crack growth rates at specific intervals up to 10,500 cycles.
In order to facilitate fatigue crack growth, focused ion beam (FIB) milling introduced five
surface notches in the center of the specimen gauge section. One of these notches
subsequently propagated a fatigue crack, with the outline of this particular notch given in
Figure 3.1. This figure also illustrates the crack fronts that corresponded to increments of
~1,000 cycles, shown as white lines.
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Figure 3.1

Planar view of the crack propagating from a focused ion beam (FIB) notch
(outlined in black and white) into the specimen.

Incremental crack fronts are shown as white lines. (Reprinted from Acta Materialia with
permission from Elsevier [24].)
Since King et al. [24] listed the crack lengths and accompanying cycles for this
material (see [24] for additional information), the MSF model constants listed in Chapter
I could thus be calibrated. Since cycle numbers prior to fatigue crack observations were
not provided, NINC and the associated incubation equations (Equations (1.2-1.6)) were
neglected in the calibration process. Additionally, since the fatigue test outlined in [24]
was suspended after 10,500 cycles (with a maximum crack length of approximately 120
m), long crack growth was also neglected. The iterative process used previously for the
AM30 material was performed again here by first applying Equation (1.10) in order to
approximate the crack length versus cycle behavior of the material. After inserting the
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microstructurally and loading based parameters, the remaining constants were varied in
order to fit the experimental data. Figure 3.2 shows the crack length versus cycle number
for the depth of the crack growth (as illustrated in Figure 7 of [24]). Also shown is the
MSF model approximation that was produced after calibrating the MSF constants that
were not microstructurally or loading based. The values of these constants are shown in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1

MSF constants for the Elektron 21 Alloy.

Properties
Model Parameters
265
Sut (MPa)
N/A

N/A
CINC
N/A
y1
N/A
y2
N/A
εth
N/A
εper
N/A
ηlim
N/A
q
0.25
R
0.3

0.00032
CTDth (m)
30000
CI (m)
0.00112
CII (m)
See text
GS (m)
39.91
GS0 (m)
See text
GO
0.32
GO0
1.27
, 
0.01
, 
3

325
K (MPa)
0.07
n
4.2
CMSC (cycles)
.
. 0.5
N/A
A (m/cycle MPa m )
N/A
m
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Note that the GS/GS0 and GO/GO0 terms of Equation (1.10) were taken as unity
for this calibration, as this was a representative fit of the average microstructural data.
GS0 and GO0 were taken as the average grain size and Schmid factor, respectively. The
initial crack length was assumed to be 51 m as this allowed MSF model approximations
to begin estimating cycle numbers below those that were reported by King et al [24].
The constant CMSC was determined from the initial observed crack length and
corresponding number of cycles.
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Figure 3.2

Number of Cycles, N

10000

Comparison of the crack depth into the specimen (a, μm) versus number of
cycles (N) between the observed experimental values and the model
estimates.
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Note that the crack depth (a) corresponds to the interior crack measurements and
are one-half of the overall surface crack length (2c), for the crack growth was assumed to
be semi-circular in appearance (illustrated in Figure 3.3). This assumption is used for the
rest of this study. As such, c = a; however, a from now on will denote crack depth while
c will signify surface crack length. This assumption is corroborated by the crack
observations shown in Figure 7 of [24].

Figure 3.3

Semi-circular crack layout.

Interpolating between the adjacent experimental data points of Figure 3.2
determined the experimental crack growth rate (da/dN, μm/cycle) as a function of crack
length (a, μm), shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4

Fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN, μm/cycle) versus crack length (a, μm)
for the observed crack depth.

The upper and lower bounds of the model (shown by the solid and dashed lines,
respectively) were determined by applying the maximum and minimum microstructure
properties shown in Table 3.2.
The marked acceleration/deceleration of the small crack growth is similar to
previous observations of small fatigue crack behavior in the literature [19, 23]. For the
upper and lower MSF approximations (also shown in Figure 3.4), the GS and GO terms
were varied to represent the maximum and minimum observed values of grain sizes and
Schmid factors, respectively, in the region of interest in [24]. These values are recorded
below in Table 3.2 and accurately captured the varied nature of the observed crack
growth rates shown in Figure 3.4.
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Table 3.2

Grain size and orientation values (Schmid factors) for the MSF upper and
lower bounds.

Variable:
GS (μm)GO
0.46
Upper Value:82.8
Lower Value:12.42 0.05

As validation of these derived constants, specific grains from Figure 3.1 were
considered with the intention of estimating the local crack growth rate for each. The
crack growth rates for each grain were determined by using the grain size and Schmid
factor specific to each grain, all other constants of the MSC equations of the MSF model
remained the same as those outlined in Table 3.1. This grain-by-grain analysis selected
several interior grains that were farthest away from the initiating notch in order to
mitigate edge and notch effects upon the fatigue crack growth. Crack growth rates for
each grain were averaged from values presented in Figure 8 of [24]. Crack lengths were
taken from the notch surface center to the centroid of each respective grain. The
microstructural information used for each grain is presented in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3

Grain size, orientation, and crack length values for the grain-by-grain
analysis.

Variable:GS (μm)GO a (μm)
Grain 1: 20.29 0.2392.08
Grain 2: 23.46 0.4496.36
0.25104.27
Grain 3: 15.8
Grain 4: 19.34 0.05117.71

The MSC equations presented above used these values in order to approximate
the crack growth rate of the material for these specific conditions. Figure 3.5 illustrates
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the results of this analysis, along with the experimental observations for each grain
(Grains 1-4 are displayed in Figure 3.5 from left to right, respectively).
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120

Crack Length, a (µm)

Figure 3.5

Crack growth rate (da/dN) versus crack length for specific interior grains.

The microstructural constants that were initially calibrated for the Elektron 21
material (listed in Table 3.1) did not vary between Figures 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5. The only
variation was in the local microstructural information. This shows the ability of the MSF
model to accurately approximate fatigue crack growth behavior in a given material. Once
the base constants have been determined, variations of the observed crack growth rates
can be accounted for based on local microstructural information.
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3.3

Conclusions
Based upon the analysis of the modeling procedure executed in this study, the

following conclusions are made:


The microstructurally based small fatigue crack constants of the MSF
model were calibrated for the Elektron 21 material.



Using the minimum and maximum grain size and orientation values
observed in the material [24], the scatter in the crack growth rate data can
be accurately bounded by the MSF model.



Local crack growth rates could be accurately estimated by entering the
corresponding grain size and orientation information into the MSF model.
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CHAPTER IV
OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING OF THE SMALL FATIGUE CRACK
BEHAVIOR OF AN EXTRUDED AZ61 MAGNESIUM ALLOY

4.1

Introduction
In order to measure small fatigue cracks, replica observations using acetyl

cellulose paper [20] and other means [21, 22] have been employed in order to
characterize small fatigue cracks. Recently, Jordon et al. [23] used a silicone-based
technique for the replicating method, which showed good results in quantifying small
crack growth. Silicone-based replicas are advantageous in that they have a quick drying
time and do not contract during the curing process. Therefore, this technique was
selected in order to obtain MSC lengths for the AZ61 material.
Since microscale crack lengths and their associated number of cycles could be
measured, this chapter presents the crack growth rates and crack lengths of the
longitudinal and transverse orientations using the silicone-based replicating method
presented by Jordon et al. [23]. Also, the onset of the small fatigue crack regime can be
quantified, thus identifying the percent of life spent in the incubation and small crack
regimes. After determining this crack growth rate data, the MSF model was implemented
in order to determine the model parameters that could estimate the fatigue life of the
material based upon its microstructural information. The results are discussed as follows.
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4.2

Materials and Experimental Methods

4.2.1

Material
The material used in this study was an AZ61 magnesium alloy extruded into an

automotive crash rail, as shown in Figure 4.1. Note in Figure 4.1b the layout of the
transverse specimens. Longitudinal specimens were oriented 90 from the transverse
direction or parallel with the extrusion direction.

Figure 4.1

(a) Cross-sectional geometry of the as received, extruded AZ61 magnesium
alloy crash rail and (b) transverse specimen layout.

The as-received, air-quenched crash rail was extruded at an average temperature
of 500 ºC with an extrusion exit speed of 1.2 m/min. Spectrometry analysis was
performed on the material with the bulk elemental results shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1
Al
5.85

AZ61 Chemical Composition by Weight Percent
Zn
0.83

Fe
0.023

Ni
0.0019
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Cu
0.0057

Si
0.027

Mn
0.326

Mg
Balance

In order to determine the material microstructure, samples taken from the rail in
both longitudinal and transverse orientations were polished, etched, and examined with
an optical microscope, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2a shows the base
microstructure of specimens in the longitudinal orientation, while 4.2b represents that of
the transverse direction.

Figure 4.2

Optical micrographs of the as received extruded AZ61 magnesium alloy

(a) longitudinal orientation and the (b) transverse orientation.
Monotonic and cyclic stress-strain curves have been generated for both
orientations with the results shown in Jordon et al. [13].
4.2.2

Specimens
In order to conduct fatigue tests, flat dog-bone specimens were machined from the

rail in the transverse (as shown in Figure 4.1b) and longitudinal orientations. Since a
location favorable for crack growth was required for consistent scrutiny, a notch with a
radius of 35 mm was machined into the face of the gage to a depth of 300 μm. This
specimen layout is illustrated in Figure 4.3, which was similar to methods found in
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literature [20, 36]. In order to reduce surface contaminants and premature failure due to
specimen machining, the surfaces of the shoulder, gage, and notch of each specimen were
hand ground along the loading direction using 800-grit sandpaper.

Figure 4.3

Fatigue specimen geometry with the crack-initiating notch.

All dimensions are in millimeters.
In addition to sanding, a number of specimens were also polished with a series of
1200-grit, 9 μm, 6 μm, 1 μm, and 0.25 μm diamond pastes. After this series was
completed, the specimens were polished with OPS. OPS is a silicon dioxide (SiO2)
suspension that served a dual purpose: in addition to polishing the specimen surfaces, it
also mildly etched them as observed by Gall et al. [9, 18, 19]. This helped pronounce
grain boundaries for observation purposes. Ethanol was used to degrease all surfaces
after polishing. Fully reversed, load-controlled tests (R = -1) were then conducted to
failure on these notched specimens. Several specimens that were fatigue tested were
interrupted at set intervals in order to take replicas of the notch. The specimen was held
at zero load while replicating. Repliset®, a dual-part silicone based compound, made the
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replicas. Although this compound has a resolution of 0.1μm, replicas must be sputter
coated with gold palladium due to the non-conductive nature of its composition for
optimal SEM observation. All replicas were sputter coated for a period of 30 seconds. In
addition to SEM imaging, several replicas were also imaged in a Keyence® VHX-600
three-dimensional profiling optical microscope (3D-OM) to determine if this method
would be a viable alternative to SEM analysis. Upon specimen failure, the fatigue
surfaces were cut off from the specimen and mounted for SEM examination for further
fractography analysis.
4.3
4.3.1

Results and Discussion
Fatigue Life Results of Notched Specimens
The stress-life behavior of the fatigue tests plotted in Figure 4.4 shows the impact

due to the difference of the stress-strain behavior for the two orientations. This
anisotropy is apparent as the transverse direction designated by the solid symbols had a
lower fatigue life than the longitudinal direction, designated by the hollow markers. This
is expected, considering the anisotropic properties of the extrusion that indicated a lower
yield strength for the transverse orientation compared to that of the longitudinal direction
[13] shown later in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.4

Stress amplitude versus cycles to failure for the load controlled (R = -1)
fatigue tests conducted in this study.

Note that in Figure 4.4 the circles indicate specimens prepared by sanding with
800-grit sandpaper and had no replicas taken of the notch. The boxes designate
replicated specimens that were sanded with 800-grit sandpaper. The diamonds indicate
OPS specimens with no replicas, while triangles represent specimens prepared with OPS
that were also replicated.
4.3.2

Microscopy Analysis
Using SEM analysis of the fatigue surfaces, crack incubation and propagation

were observed as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5

Scanning electron microscope results of a transverse specimen showing the
overall appearance of a typical fatigue surface (4.5c), along with higher
magnification images of the incubation location.

Figure 4.5c displays an overview of a transverse fatigue surface, while Figures
4.5b and 4.5a focus in on the crack incubation site. As no particle was immediately
evident here, SEM imaging was switched from secondary electron detection (conducted
in Figures 4.5a-4.5c) to backscatter electron detection (Figures 4.5d-4.5f) in order to
image the surface based upon chemical composition. This method was highly effective
in locating intermetallic particles in aluminum alloys [37] and was equally effective here.
Examples of some particles found in this material are shown at the bottom in Figure 4.5f;
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however, none were present at the incubation site shown in Figure 4.5d. Particles located
on the fatigue surfaces were observed to have cracked in a fashion similar to the one
shown in Figure 4.5f (also illustrated in Figure 2.5). This agrees with previously
observed behavior for these particles within this particular alloy [13]. The question
remains: if particles were not the source of the fatigue cracks, what initiated them?
Previous research on cast magnesium alloys indicated that fatigue cracks had been
observed to initiate from persistent slip bands (PSBs) [9, 38], the surface profile of which
is presented in Figure 4.6 from [5]. Note the external extrusion and intrusion features
that are shown outlined in red later in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.6

Rough surface texture of a specimen due to persistent slip band formation.
Image courtesy of Suresh [5].

Images obtained through SEM and three-dimensional profiling microscope
imaging of the replicas taken during the interrupted tests displayed some PSBs. Figure
4.7 illustrates such observations of a replica taken with the 3D-OM from a transverse
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specimen that was OPS-prepared and subjected to a load of 105 MPa. This specimen
failed after 11,236 cycles.

Figure 4.7

Small fatigue crack incubation sites of an OPS-prepared transverse sample
after being fatigued for 1,000 cycles.

Illustrated on this replica surface is the multisite crack incubation (outlined in
blue) apparent on the majority of specimens that were observed. As shown in this image,
several of the grains within the surrounding microstructure have begun to show persistent
slip band (PSB) formation (outlined in red) after loading, which led to fatigue cracks
(outlined in blue) that grew from these PSBs. This agrees with previous research from
Gall et al. [9] who observed fatigue cracks initiating from PSBs during fatigue cycling in
a cast magnesium alloy. The dominant cracks that are highlighted in blue in Figure 4.7
coalesced together to form the fatigue crack that induced final failure of the specimen.
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Figure 4.8 illustrates the fatigue crack outline on a replica image of another
transverse specimen prepared with 800-grit sandpaper; hence, the vertical texture on the
replica surface. This specimen was tested at a stress amplitude of 105 MPa with replicas
taken at intervals of 1,000 cycles until 20,000 cycles, after which replicas were taken
every 2,000 cycles.

Figure 4.8

SEM replica image illustrating the path of the dominant failure-inducing
crack from a transverse specimen tested at 105 MPa.

From 30,000 cycles until the final fracture of 37,070 cycles, replicas were taken
every 5,000 cycles. Points A, B, and C indicate observed crack tip locations at cyclic
intervals of 13,000, 19,000, and 24,000 cycles, respectively. Note that this image
illustrates only the left side of the crack and that crack growth occurred to the right of the
incubation site as well. After identifying the initiating location illustrated in Figure 4.8,
crack lengths were measured for this crack starting with the last replica prior to failure
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then progressing backwards until the crack was no longer visible. The crack length as a
function of cycles for the crack shown in Figure 4.8 is plotted in Figure 4.9a, while
Figure 4.10a displays the crack growth rate versus crack length for this particular
specimen. Figures 4.9b and 4.10b illustrate the crack length versus cycles and crack
growth rate as a function of crack length, respectively, for a specimen taken from the
longitudinal direction tested at a stress amplitude of 115 MPa. Note that the same semicircular crack assumption from Chapter III is repeated here so that c = a, the only
difference is that c denotes surface crack width, while a denotes interior crack depth.
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a) the transverse specimen from Figure 4.8 and b) a longitudinal specimen.
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Crack growth rate (dc/dN, m/cycle) as a function of crack length (a, m)

a) the same transverse specimen shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9a, and (b) the longitudinal
specimen shown in Figure 4.9b. The crack growth rates calculated from fatigue surface
striation measurements are also shown for both orientations.
The marked increase and decrease in the crack growth rates are similar to what
was observed before in wrought aluminum materials [23]. Crack lengths were measured
by both microscopic techniques mentioned previously (SEM and three-dimensional
profiling), with the results from both being very similar. Observations of replica surface
features were also comparable, as noticeable between Figure 4.7 (3D-OM) and Figure 4.8
(SEM). In addition, SEM imaging of the fatigue surfaces produced lengths of fatigue
striations. Interpolating between adjacent striations quantified the fatigue crack growth
rates that were independent of the observed replica rates. These striation measurements,
which yielded crack growth rates similar to those of the replicas, are also shown in Figure
4.10 for comparison.
Since Repliset® has a resolution of 0.1 m, the beginning of fatigue crack growth
can be uniquely established by this replica method. And while features of this scale
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could be detected, the smallest MSC that was observed in this study was 14 m. This
was due to the timing of the replica interruptions. In order to specifically quantify the
crack incubation and MSC growth regions, the transition from incubation to MSC was
assumed to exist once a crack was observed. The smallest observed length (14 m)
would be outside of the notch root field as described by McDowell et al. [11]; therefore,
this assumption is applicable here. The fatigue model used in this study divides overall
fatigue life into three distinct regimes: incubation, microstructurally small/physically
small crack, and long crack. Due to the size of the notched specimens tested here, long
crack growth was observed to not significantly contribute to the total fatigue life. As
such, LC growth has been combined with MSC growth, and fatigue crack growth
approximations are based solely upon the MSC equations of the MSF model (Equations
(1.7-1.9)).
By using replica observation for the two orientations, Table 4.2 presents the
number of cycles for each region and percentage breakdown of overall fatigue life. NINC
was assumed to be the number of cycles before a crack was observed, and NMSC/LC was
the remainder of the fatigue life after observing a fatigue crack.
Table 4.2

Fatigue life broken down by regime for representative transverse and
longitudinal specimens.

Direction:
Transverse
Longitudinal

Total Life:
37,070
12,750

Incubation Cycles:
12,000 (32.37%)
1,500 (11.76%)
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MSC/LC Cycles:
25,070 (67.63%)
11,250 (88.24%)

4.4

MSF Fatigue Modeling and Results

4.4.1

Calibration of Model Parameters
By utilizing the MSC equations of the MSF model listed in Chapter I (Equations

(1.7-1.9)), the same iterative process used previously for the AM30 and Elektron 21
materials was repeated. The average microstructure information for the extruded AZ61
rail was obtained in a previous study [13] and is displayed in Table 4.3. Although the
yield strength and ultimate tensile strength listed in Table 4.3 are determined from tensile
monotonic tests, the compression effects of the fully reversed loading is accounted for in
the MSF model by the U term, described in Section 1.3.
Table 4.3

Trans.
Long.

Average microstructure information from Jordon et al. [13] for the AZ61
extruded rail.
σy (MPa)
85
180

σuts (MPa)
320
280

K’
350
300

n’
0.08
0.06

GS (μm)
48.4
37.3

GO
2.04
2.07

Particle Size (μm)
15.3
18.7

The model parameters for the MSC equations were determined by using the
experimental crack growth rate results obtained by the transverse and longitudinal
replicas. These parameters were determined from an iterative process after first inputting
the loading and microstructural based constants outlined above in Table 4.3, then
adjusting the remaining constants until the fit shown in Figure 4.11 was obtained.
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Table 4.4

Model parameters determined from calibrating the experimental data with
the MSC equations for the transverse and longitudinal orientations.

Properties
Model Parameters
See Table 4.3
Sut (MPa)
N/A

N/A
CINC
N/A
y1
N/A
y2
N/A
εth
N/A
εper
N/A
ηlim
N/A
q
-1
R
0.3

0.00032
CTDth (m)
30000.3
CI (m)
0.1211
CII (m)
See Table 4.3
GS (m)
48.4
GS0 (m)
2.04, 2.07
GO: Trans, Long
2.04, 2.07
GO0: Trans, Long
-0.81
, 
14.5
, 
3

See Table 4.3
K (MPa)
See
Table 4.3
n
N/A
CMSC (cycles)
.
. 0.5
N/A
A (m/cycle MPa m )
N/A
m

Figure 4.11 plots the model predictions based upon MSF constants outlined in
Table 4.4 and the average microstructure from Table 4.3 against the replica data. Note
that GO/GO0 is taken as unity in these calculations due to the similarity of the values
between the two orientations (2.04 and 2.07). The reference grain size (GS0) was taken
as 48.4 m, which corresponded to the average grain size of the transverse direction.
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Figure 4.11

Crack growth rate approximations based upon average microstructural
information for the transverse and longitudinal orientations versus the
experimental data.

After establishing the base parameters (χ, ΔCTDTH, CI, CII, ω, ω’, ξ, ξ’, ζ) for the
small crack equations using the average microstructure shown in Table 4.3 with GO/GO0
= 1, the grain orientation value (GO) was varied in order to capture the scatter of the
crack growth rate data shown in Figure 4.11 purely from the texture of the material.
Based on the constant parameters listed above for both orientations, the minimum and
maximum values of GO for the transverse and longitudinal directions (GOmin and GOmax)
were found to be 1.80 and 2.25, respectively, as outlined in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5

Updated grain orientation values used to capture crack growth rate scatter.

GOminGOmaxGO0
Trans. 1.80 2.25 2.04
Long. 1.80 2.25 2.07

Figure 4.12 displays the crack growth rate estimates calculated using the base
parameters (illustrated in Table 4.4) along with GOmin (lower bound) and GOmax (upper
bound) for the transverse grain (Figure 4.12a) and longitudinal (Figure 4.12b) grain
orientations that are shown in Table 4.5.
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model approximations for grain orientation effects

(a) transverse and (b) longitudinal experimental data.
In Jordon et al. [13], the overall MSF parameters (those associated with the
incubation and MSC regimes) for the AZ61 Mg alloy had been determined under the
assumption that approximately 30% of the overall fatigue life consisted of incubation.
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MSC comprised the other 70%. While these values are similar to that determined here
for the transverse orientation shown in Table 4.2 (incubation = 32.4%), it was not the
case for the longitudinal incubation (11.8%). As such, the experimental strain-life results
determined in Jordon et al. [13] were multiplied by these updated incubation values.
Figures 4.13a and 4.13b show the experimental results determined by this previous study
in the transverse and longitudinal orientations, respectively. The solid markers indicate
total fatigue life from these strain-life tests, and the hollow markers indicate the value of
incubation for the each of the orientations that were determined by multiplying the
updated fractions of total life for incubation with the total life results. The incubation
values (transverse: 32.37%, longitudinal: 11.76%) were made by replica observations
outlined previously.
By keeping the orientation-based MSC constants outlined previously in Table 4.4
constant, MSF incubation parameters were modified to reflect these experimental
observations. Table 4.6 lists the MSF parameters associated with incubation that were
calibrated with the experimental data determined in this study. Approximations for
incubation and total life (MSC/LC growth would be the number of total cycles minus the
number of cycles for incubation) that were based upon the Multistage Fatigue (MSF)
model constants listed in Tables 4.4 and 4.6 are presented in Figure 4.13 as well.
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Table 4.6

MSF incubation constants for the AZ61 Mg Alloy.

Properties
Model Parameters
See Table 4.3
Sut (MPa)
-0.64

0.16
CINC
140
y1
0
y2
0.0005
εth
0.0023
εper
0.3
ηlim
2.25
q
-1
R
N/A
A (m/cycle.MPa.m0.5)
N/A
m

(b)

(a)
Trans. Incubation
MSF Incubation
Trans. Total Life
MSF Total Life

0.006

0.005

Strain Amplitude

0.005

Strain Amplitude

Long. Incubation
MSF Incubation
Long. Total Life
MSF Total Life

0.006

0.004

0.004

0.003

0.003

0.002

0.002

100

1000
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Experimental data from Jordon et al. [13] for the AZ61 extrusion

(a) transverse and (b) longitudinal directions.
The MSF model approximations that were based upon the calibrated grain
orientation constants of Tables 4.4 and 4.5 are also shown for both the incubation and
total life regimes. It is important to note that all of the MSF model parameters that were
calibrated for the orientation effects (displayed in Table 4.4) remained constant except
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when the microstructure dictated the differences, such as that related to the grain
orientation parameter. This led to an accurate model fit for both directions with regards
to the incubation, small crack, and total life regimes.
A general uncertainty analysis was also applied to the MSF model incubation and
total life estimates. Coleman and Steele [39] outlines the data reduction equation (shown
in Equation (4.1)) used for determining the uncertainty results (Ur). These results were
calculated from uniform percentages, chosen to be 5% in this case, (represented by UXi)
and applied to each of the MSF input parameters outlined in Tables 4.4 and 4.6
(represented by Xi). This was necessary as there were no particular uncertainties
associated with specific experimentally measured parameters used in the MSF model.

2
 ∂r 2 
 ∂r 2 
2  ∂r  
2
2 (Eq. 4.1)
2
Ur =
  UX  +
  U X  + ... + 
 UX 
 ∂X1  
 ∂X i  
1   ∂X 2  
2
i
Figures 4.14a and 4.15a display the uncertainties for the transverse orientation,
while Figures 4.14b and 4.15b show the longitudinal direction uncertainties. The
incubation values for each direction were calculated from percentages observed in this
study, shown in Table 4.2.
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MSF model predictions for (a) transverse and (b) longitudinal incubation
data.

Also shown are the upper and lower bounds based upon model uncertainty calculations
arising from the variation in microstructure.
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MSF model predictions for (a) transverse and (b) longitudinal total fatigue
life data.

Also shown are the upper and lower bounds based upon model uncertainty calculations.
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As noticeable in Figure 4.14, there was more uncertainty associated with the
experimental fatigue results at lower strain amplitudes; however, the uncertainty
calculations determined an increased level of uncertainty at higher stain amplitudes. This
implies that applying a uniform level of uncertainty (i.e. 5%) for the MSF incubation
parameters is not adequate for determining incubation uncertainty.
The model based upon the orientation effects calibrated from the replica results
could accurately estimate the trends of both the longitudinal and transverse incubation
and total fatigue lives. Additionally, the uncertainties that were associated with the
model were able to account for nearly the entire scatter between the experimental data
and the model results.
4.4.2

Validation of Model Constants
In order to further analyze of the effect of crystallographic orientation on crack

growth rate, previous work by Tang et al. [40] was referenced to independently check the
MSF model calibration. In Tang et al. [40], atomistic simulations were conducted with
regards to crack propagation through pure magnesium single crystals. By looking at
different grain orientations, crack propagation and interaction with the grains were
simulated with regards to basal slip, prismatic slip, and {1121}[1126] twinning. It was
observed that basal and prismatic slip were the easiest and hardest systems to activate,
respectively. Simulation images showing the results after the first cycle of loading are
shown in Figure 4.16 for these two modes. The crack orientation for (a) is along the
(1210) direction in the [0001] plane, while (b) illustrates a crack growing along the
(1210) direction in the [1010] plane, as indicated in the inset images of an HCP crystal
mock-up.
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Figure 4.16

Atomistic simulation results showing crack propagation through a
magnesium single crystal via (a) basal slip, and (b) prismatic slip, as
indicated.

Simulation image courtesy of Tang et al. [40]. All units are in GPa.
The atomistic simulation results [40] showed that the crack growth rate was the
greatest in crystals oriented to promote basal slip (shown in Figure 4.16a), and it was the
least for those where prismatic slip was activated (shown in Figure 4.16b). The ratio
between the calculated values of the orientation effects on the basal and prismatic crack
growth rates was determined to be 25.3. Comparing the maximum and minimum values
determined for the grain orientation effects of this study that were based upon
experimental observations yielded a ratio of 25.2, strongly agreeing with the independent
atomistic results. Not only does this verify the grain orientation values determined in this
study, it also renders credence based upon these experimental results to the previous
atomistic simulations.
4.5

Conclusions
Based upon the small fatigue crack experiments and modeling presented here, the

following summary is given:
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Intermetallic particles were microscopically observed to crack rather than
debond; similar to other observations for this material during crack growth, the
particles were not fatigue crack incubation sites.



The three-dimensional profiling microscope was able to gather crack length
information comparable to that of the SEM. This is advantageous in that the
specimens observed via the profiling microscope do not have to be sputter
coated, and the specimens could be imaged more rapidly than in an SEM.



Fatigue cracks for AZ61 Mg alloy studied here arose from persistent slip
bands, similar to what had been observed in literature for cast magnesium
alloys [9, 38].



Fatigue crack incubation and MSC growth rates could be calculated from
replica observations, and the rates corresponded well to those determined from
striation measurements taken from the specimen fatigue surface.



These experimentally determined crack growth rates could be approximated by
the MSC equations of the MSF model based solely upon the grain orientation
effects.



Previously conducted experiments [13] were used here in order to recalibrate
the MSF constants for this material. This was necessary since the model
approximations in this chapter were based upon updated percentages of
incubation life that previously were not available. The trends of the model
approximations were able to capture the scatter of the data within the
uncertainty of the model.
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Grain orientation effects calibrated within this work were validated by previous
separate efforts [40] that were based upon atomistic simulations for magnesium
crystals.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY

5.1

Experimental Observations
In summary, the constants for the MultiStage Fatigue model were quantified for

the AM30, Elektron 21, and AZ61 magnesium alloys. Additionally, the structureproperty relations for the extruded AM30 material were determined with respect to
particle size, grain size, and grain orientation. In general, the specimens that exhibited
higher fatigue resistance typically had fatigue cracks that initiated from smaller
intermetallic particles. Likewise, larger particles that initiated the fatigue cracks had
lower cycles to failure. These particles were observed to fracture rather than debond.
Greater fatigue life was generally associated with specimens that contained smaller grain
sizes and a lower average Taylor factor. In contrast, the larger the average grain size and
average Taylor factor, the lower the fatigue life.
During the replica study of the extruded AZ61 material, fatigue crack incubation
and MSC growth rates could be quantified. These rates corresponded well to those
determined from striation measurements taken from the specimen fatigue surface.
Intermetallic particles were microscopically observed to crack rather than debond; similar
to other observations for this material during crack growth, but the particles were not
fatigue crack incubation sites as they were for the AM30 alloy. Rather, fatigue cracks
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observed here in AZ61 arose from persistent slip bands, similar to what had been
observed in the literature for cast magnesium alloys [9, 38].
5.2

Modeling Results
The MSF model was adapted to the total fatigue life of the AM30 material based

upon the microstructural characteristics of the extruded alloy. Additionally, the
microstructurally based small fatigue crack constants of the MSF model were calibrated
for the Elektron 21 material by using the minimum and maximum grain size and
orientation values observed in the material [24]. The MSF model accurately bounded the
scatter in the crack growth rate data, as well as estimated local crack growth rates based
on the corresponding grain size and orientation information.
The AZ61 crack growth rates determined by replica observations were
approximated by the MSC equations of the MSF model based solely upon the grain
orientation effects. These effects were validated by previous separate efforts [40] that
were based upon atomistic simulations for magnesium crystals. In addition, previously
conducted experiments [13] were used in order to recalibrate the MSF constants for this
material. This was necessary since the model approximations in this study were based
upon updated percentages of incubation life that previously were not available. The
trends of the model approximations were able to capture the scatter of the data within the
uncertainty of the model.
5.3
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5.4

ICME Cyber-Infrastructure Contributions


Repository of Material Properties
(https://icme.hpc.msstate.edu/mediawiki/index.php/Repository_of_Materia
l_Properties)



ICME Overview for Wrought Magnesium Alloys
(https://icme.hpc.msstate.edu/mediawiki/index.php/Contribution-2)
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CHAPTER VI
FUTURE WORK

6.1

Small crack expansion
As illustrated in Chapter III, the MSF model could account for the effects of both

grain size and orientation in terms of approximating fatigue behavior. However, only the
grain orientation effects in Chapter IV could be validated. As such, it is suggested that
grain size distribution effects for both orientations of the AZ61 alloy be determined. Of
course, this would require recalibration of the constants determined here (as they related
only to orientation effects). However, this capacity could further reduce the uncertainty
of the model approximations as they would reflect more of what is taking place on a
microstructural level. Continuing with this idea, quantification of the relationship
between ΔCTD and the misorientation of adjacent grains is suggested. As a fatigue crack
grows and interacts with the myriad of grains within a material, these granular interfaces
are shown to play a large role in crack growth, especially MSCs. Additionally,
determination of the inter-granular boundary surface area (which should theoretically
decrease as grain size increases) could be beneficial in helping relate the amount of crack
growth interactions with grain boundaries.
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6.2

MSF Uncertainty
As outlined in Chapter IV, uncertainty calculations could be applied to the MSF

model; however, uncertainty calculations for incubation values did not fully characterize
observed experimental behavior at higher strain amplitudes. As such, it is suggested that
an in-depth study of the sensitivities associated with the uncertainties for the MSF
incubation parameters be conducted. Doing so would tailor specific uncertainty
sensitivity values to each parameter rather than applying a uniform value such as the 5%
in this study.
6.3

In situ SEM fatigue
The capabilities of an in situ fatigue stage, similar to that used by Gall et al. [9,

18, 19], are currently being explored at the Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems
(CAVS). This technology has the advantage of recording fatigue crack growth in an
SEM. Coupled with EBSD scans, the observed crack path could be correlated to specific
grain sizes and orientations in order to further calibrate the MSF model (similar to the
process of Chapter III). An in situ SEM stage could make gathering this data much easier
than the tests conducted in [24], thus providing more calibration opportunities for the
MSF model on a broader range of materials.
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